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Rotationally resolved multiphoton ionization photoelectron spectroscopy
of the [ a 1D]3d p 2F and [ a 1D]5p p 2F Rydberg states of the SH
radical

J. B. Milan, W. J. Buma, and C. A. de Lange
Laboratory for Physical Chemistry, University of Amsterdam, Nieuwe Achtergracht 127,
1018 WS Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Kwanghsi Wang and V. McKoy
Arthur Amos Noyes Laboratory for Chemical Physics, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,
California 91125

~Received 7 March 1997; accepted 14 May 1997!

Experimental and theoretical results on the rotationally resolved photoelectron spectra of the
@a 1D#3dp 2F(v850) and the@a 1D#5pp 2F(v850) Rydberg states of the SH radical are
presented. In particular, for the former state, ionization via a large number of members of different
rotational branches is considered. The interplay between experiment andab initio calculations,
including alignment, allows for a detailed interpretation of the results. Asymmetries apparent in the
rotational ionic distributions and the observed suppression of transitions involving a large change in
angular momentum can be explained on the basis of the theory. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~97!04831-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although the mercapto radical~SH! has been studied
with various spectroscopic techniques over the past sev
decades, information on its excited electronic states is
relatively scarce. The electronic absorption spectrum of
has been investigated from the near ultraviolet into
vacuum ultraviolet region, and ten electronic transitions,
arising from the ground state, have been identified.1–3

SH is a molecule of environmental importance and pla
a role in the ultraviolet photochemistry of various sulphu
containing compounds which are released into the ear
atmosphere from natural and anthropogenic sources. In v
of its electronic similarity to the abundant OH radical, t
mercapto radical may well have astrophysical relevan4

Several sulphur-containing molecules have already been
served in interstellar space, but despite serious attemp
detect SH,5,6 the molecule until now has remained elusi
under extraterrestial conditions.

The X 2P ground state of SH possesses
(1s)2(2s)2(3s)2(1p)4(4s)2(5s)2(2p)3 electronic con-
figuration. Due to spin-orbit interaction the ground sta
shows an inverted splitting with the2P3/2 state below the
2P1/2 component.7 The ground state of the radical has be
well characterized through studies of theL-doubling,
vibrational–rotational, and pure rotational transitions.8 The
partly filled 2p molecular orbital is essentially a nonbondin
3p atomic orbital on the sulphur atom. Ionization from th
orbital leads to three different ionic states, viz.X 3S2,
a 1D, andb 1S1, located at 10.421, 11.645, and 12.76 e
respectively, above the ground state of the neu
radical.9–11

To obtain detailed information about the spectrosco
and the dynamics of molecular excited states, resonance
hanced multiphoton ionization in conjunction with phot
electron spectroscopy~REMPI-PES! is nowadays the
2782 J. Chem. Phys. 107 (8), 22 August 1997 0021-9606/97
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method of choice. From a chemical point of view, an impo
tant advantage of REMPI-PES is its unique capability
providing direct experimental information about configur
tion interaction and vibronic coupling.12–15Picosecond time-
resolved photoionization pump–probe experiments in co
bination with photoelectron spectroscopy also prov
valuable real-time information about the dynamics of m
lecular excited states.16 Furthermore, the application o
REMPI-PES is not limited to stable molecules. In particul
the versatility, selectivity, and sensitivity of the techniq
allow its application to a variety of radical species.12,17–24

REMPI-PES has already been successfully applied to
title radical SH. The focus of these studies has been on
cited states which belong to the Rydberg series which do
converge to the ionic ground state, but rather to exci
(a 1D and b 1S1! ionic states. Cases in point are th
@a 1D#3dp 2F Rydberg state located just below the lowe
ionic limit, and the@a 1D#5pp 2F Rydberg state, which lies
above theX 3S2 ionic state.25 In addition, a large number o
hitherto undetected Rydberg levels, also with excited io
cores, have been the subject of a separate publication.26

When REMPI-PES on radicals is performed with suf
ciently high resolution, rotationally resolved studies on the
elusive species provide an abundance of detailed informa
pertaining to the dynamics of the photoionization proce
under consideration. The first rotationally resolved REMP
PES study involving the ionic ground state of a radical w
carried out on OH.18 Results of preliminary studies of rota
tionally resolved REMPI-PES of the@a 1D#3dp 2F core-
excited Rydberg state of the SH radical have recently b
reported.27 In addition, a pulsed-field ionization with zero
kinetic-energy electron detection~ZEKE-PFI! study, involv-
ing for the first time an excited ionic state of a radical sp
cies, has been carried out via the same state of SH.11

The present paper is concerned with a detailed acco
/107(8)/2782/11/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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2783Milan et al.: Rydberg states of the SH radical
of the rotationally resolved photoelectron spectroscopy of
@a 1D#3dp 2F(v850) and the @a 1D#5pp 2F(v850)
Rydberg states of the SH radical. From these REMPI-P
results a wealth of dynamical information on the photoio
ization process will be derived. Extensive research has
viously shown that the interplay between rotationally
solved photoelectron spectroscopy and sophisticatedab
initio quantum-chemical calculations can be particula
fruitful.18,20,24,27,28By combining an advanced theoretic
treatment with experimental results on the@a 1D#3dp 2F
and @a 1D#5pp 2F Rydberg states of SH, the value of th
approach will be further illustrated.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup has been described in de
elsewhere.13,24 SH radicals were predominantly generated
their electronic and vibrational ground states by photolysis
H2S through single-photon excitation to the first dissociat
absorption band which spans the wavelength range 180–
nm. Photons for both the photolysis and the subsequent s
troscopy of the SH radicals were produced using an excim
pumped dye laser system. Wavelength and photoelectro
netic energy calibrations were performed using resonance
xenon and atomic sulphur~which is also a product of the
photolysis of H2S and SH! in the two-photon energy range o
79 500– 89 800 cm21. Because of different experimenta
conditions, the spectral resolution amounted to appro
mately 12 meV for the@a 1D#3dp 2F state and to approxi
mately 25 meV for the@a 1D#5pp 2F state. In order to
keep track of the various fragmentation processes, the m
netic bottle spectrometer could also be operated in the ti
of-flight ion detection mode. Peaks due to S1, SH1, and
H2S

1 could be easily separated. H2S ~99.6%, Messer
Griesheim! was used without further purification and wa
introduced into the spectrometer as a continuous effu
‘‘leak.’’

III. THEORY AND CALCULATION

A. Differential cross section

The general theory of molecular REMPI processes u
in the present studies has been described previously29,30

Here we present only a brief outline of some essential f
tures of this approach as it is used to obtain rotational
distributions for SH1 resulting from (211) REMPI of SH
via the @a 1D#3dp 2F and @a 1D#5pp 2F Rydberg states
For linearly polarized light, ionization originating from eac
of the (2J11) magnetic sublevels of the initial state form
an independent channel. The total cross sections for ioniza-
tion of aJ level of the initial state leading to aJ1 level of the
ion can be written as

s} (
lm

MJ ,MJ1

rMJ ,MJ
uClm~MJ ,MJ1

!u2, ~1!

whererMJ ,MJ
is the population of a specificMJ level of the

intermediate state created by two-photon excitation. For
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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transitions investigated in the present paper,rMJ ,MJ
is a

product of a 3-j symbol and a rotational line strengthB,31

rMJ ,MJ
5N S J 2 J0

2MJ 0 MJ
D 2

B, ~2!

whereN is a normalization constant.
The Clm(MJ ,MJ1

) coefficients of Eq.~1! are related to
the probability for photoionization of theMJ level of the
intermediate state leading to theMJ1

level of the ionic state.
The Clm(MJ ,MJ1

) coefficients, which explicitly conside
the spin coupling associated with multiplet-specific fin
state wave functions and an intermediate coupling sche
between Hund’s cases~a! and ~b! for the initial and ionic
states, have the simple form:29

Clm~MJ ,MJ1
!

5C8@11~21!Q#F( Ĩ llm;Se
GS J1 J Jt

2V1 V l t
D

3S S1 1/2 S

S1 Se 2S
D 1 Ĩ llm;Se

3~21!PGS J1 J Jt

2V1 2V l t
D

3S S1 1/2 S

S1 Se S
D G , ~3!

where

G5S Jr 1 Jt

2l r m 2l t
D S 1/2 l Jr

2Se 2l l r
D , ~4!

Q5DJ1DS1Dp1 l , ~5!

p5 H 0 for e states
1 for f states, ~6!

and

Ĩ llm;Se
5 (

L fS f

^L1luL f&^S1SeuS f&I llm~L fS f !, ~7!

with DJ5J12J, DS5S12S, Dp5p12p. In Eq. ~3!, C8
is a laboratory-frame quantity given in Ref. 29. In the
equations,V denotes the component of total electronic ang
lar momentum about the internuclear axis,L the projection
of electronic orbital angular momentum along the intern
clear axis,S the total spin,S its projection along the inter-
nuclear axis,Se the projection of the spin of the photoele
tron along the laboratoryz axis, andp the parity of each
rotational level. Equations~3! and~5! yield the parity selec-
tion rule29,32,33

DJ1DS1Dp1 l 5even ~8!

for photoionization of both Rydberg states of SH. Since ea
rotational level of the Rydberg and ionic states of SH stud
No. 8, 22 August 1997
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2784 Milan et al.: Rydberg states of the SH radical
here contains bothe and f parities, each rotational transitio
involves contributions from both even and odd partial wav
of the photoelectron matrix element.

A central quantity in this study is the matrix elemen
I llm of Eq. ~7!, for photoejection of an electron from a boun
molecular orbital into the electronic continuum. In th
single-particle picture, the photoelectron matrix element
Eq. ~7! for photoionization of an orbitalf i in the molecular
frame can be written as

I llm5~2 i ! leih lE dR xv1
* ~R!r f i

llm~R!xv i
~R!, ~9!

where

r f i
llm~R!5 (

l 8,l 0

^C l l 8l~k,r ,R!Yl 8l~ r̂ 8!u

3rY1m~ r̂ 8!uf i l 0
~r ,R!Yl 0 ,l0

~ r̂ 8!&, ~10!

with h l the Coulomb phase shift, andC l l 8l the partial wave
component of the photoelectron orbital30 with momentumk.
Which partial wavesl are dominant depends on howl 8 and
l are coupled via the molecular ion potential. Thisl coupling
in the photoelectron wave function, in turn, influences
ion rotational distribution.

B. Multiplet-specific wave functions and potentials

There are three dipole-allowed final-state wave functio
uL fS f& for photoionization of the 3dp ~or 5pp! orbital of
the @a 1D#3dp 2F ~or @a 1D#5pp 2F! Rydberg state of
SH. An electron can be ejected from this Rydberg orb
into theks, kp, or kd continuum channel. Ejection throug
theks, kp, andkd continua results in an electron-ion com
plex which has2D, 2F, and 2G total final state symmetry
respectively. The final-state wave functions are

C~2D!5~core!2p1
2 ks1, ~11!

C~2F!5~core!2p1
2 kp1

1 , ~12!

and

C~2G!5~core!2p1
2 kd1

1 , ~13!

where (core)51s22s23s21p44s25s2.
Within the frozen-core Hartree–Fock model, the on

electron Schro¨dinger equation for the photoelectron orbit
fk associated with these final-state wave functions can
shown to have the form30

PS f 1 (
i 5core

~2Ji2Ki !1anJn1bnKn2e D Pufk&50,

~14!

whereJi and Ki are the Coulomb and exchange operato
respectively, andP is a projection operator which enforce
orthogonality of the continuum orbital to the occupied orb
als. The photoelectron kinetic energy is given bye
5(1/2)k2. The one-electron operatorf in Eq. ~14! is

f 52
1

2
¹ i

22(
a

Za

r ia
, ~15!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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where Za is a nuclear charge. Using the final-state wa
functions of Eqs.~11!–~13!, the coefficientan andbn asso-
ciated with the 2p1 orbital assume values of21 and21,
respectively. The corresponding values for the 2p2 orbital
are 0 and 0.

C. Numerical details

For the wave functions of the@a 1D#3dp 2F(2p
→4p) and @a 1D#5pp 2F(2p→5p) Rydberg states, we
use the improved virtual orbital~IVO! method,34 in which
the core orbitals are taken to be those of the fully relax
excited 1D(2p21) ion, and the 3dp ~4p! and 5pp ~5p!
orbitals are obtained as eigenfunctions of the one-elec
Schrödinger equation containing the static-exchange pot
tial, VN21 , of this core. The wave function of thea 1D ionic
state is obtained at the self-consistent-field~SCF! level. The
orbital basis used in these calculations consists of a@6s4p#
contraction of the (12s9p) primitive Cartesian functions o
McLean and Chandler,35 augmented with ones (a50.06)
and threed ~a51.0, 0.25, and 0.06! functions on the sulfur
atom. On the hydrogen atom, we used a@3s1p# contraction
of the (4s2p) primitive basis of Dunning,36 augmented with
three s ~a50.035, 0.008, and 0.0025! and threep ~a
50.25, 0.1, and 0.05! functions. This basis is further aug
mented with fours ~a50.02, 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0002!, four
p ~a50.012, 0.002, 0.0001, and 0.000 02!, and threed ~a
50.01, 0.0025, and 0.000 35! functions on the center o
mass. At an internuclear distance of 2.6 a.u., the SCF e
gies of the @a 1D#3dp 2F and @a 1D#5pp 2F Rydberg
states were2397.757 750 and2397.738 114 a.u., respec
tively. The 3dp orbital has a single-center expansion
5.04%p, 94.51%d, and 0.09%f character about the cente
of mass, while the 5pp orbital has 92.63%p, 7.30%d, and
0.07% f character.

To obtain the photoelectron orbitals,fk , we have used
an iterative procedure, based on the Schwinger variatio
principle, to solve the Lippmann–Schwinger equation as
ciated with Eq.~14!. Details of this procedure are given i
Ref. 30.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Photoionization of the 3 d p orbital

Figure 1 shows the two-photon excitation spectrum
the SH radical in the two-photon energy range
77 500– 78 500 cm21 obtained by only monitoring photo
electrons with a kinetic energy of approximately 2.9 e
These electrons derive from a core-preserving photoion
tion process in which a (211) photon transition from the
X 2P(v950) ground state to thea 1D(v150) excited ionic
state occurs. At the two-photon level, resonance enha
ment via the@a 1D#3dp 2F(v850) Rydberg state take
place. Assignments of the transitions belonging to the v
ous rotational branches are presented by combs above
experimental spectra. Spectra obtained by time-of-flight
detection in which SH1 ions are monitored are essential
identical to those measured with electron detection, thus c
No. 8, 22 August 1997
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2785Milan et al.: Rydberg states of the SH radical
firming the above assignments. The excitation spectra s
clear substructure with energy separations correspondin
the well-known spin-orbit splitting of the ground sta
@A09(SH)52376.835 cm21#.7 The excitation spectrum o
Fig. 1 also shows extensive rotational structure. Details
the rotational analyses are given elsewhere;26 the relevant
parameters for this state are summarized in Table I.

Figure 2 shows the measured~left column! and calcu-
lated ~right column! photoelectron spectra obtained in a
11) photoionization process via theS11(3/2) to S11(11/2),
S11(15/2), and S11(19/2) rotational branches of th
@a 1D#3dp 2F←←X 2P two-photon transition of the SH
radical leading to thea 1D excited ionic state of SH1. Our
experiments have established that ionization only takes p
to the a 1D(v150) excited ionic level. No transitions cor
responding to higher vibrational levels of thea 1D state, nor
to theX 3S2 ground ionic state and the energetically acc
sibleb 1S1 higher ionic state were observed. From the sp
tra it is also apparent that the amount of resolved rotatio
structure increases drastically as the photoelectron spe
are measured via rotational lines corresponding to higher
tational quantum numbers in the intermediate2F state. The
calculated spectra were convoluted with a Gaussian dete
function with a full width at half-maximum~FWHM! of 12
meV. Possible effects on the rotational ion distributions
alignment in the ground state of SH fragments resulting fr
the H2S photodissociation step have been neglected in
calculations. However, the effects of alignment following t
two-photon absorption to the excited2F state have been in
cluded via therM j ,M j

of Eq. ~2!. Since thee/ f parities of the
rotational levels in the2F intermediate state and thea 1D
ionic state cannot be resolved experimentally, the contri

FIG. 1. The two-photon excitation spectrum of the SH radical in the tw
photon energy range of 77 500– 78 500 cm21 obtained by only monitoring
photoelectrons with a kinetic energy of approximately 2.9 eV. These e
trons derive from a (211) photon transition from theX 2P(v950) ground
state to thea 1D(v150) excited ionic state via the@a 1D#3dp 2F.

TABLE I. Spectroscopic constants for the two2F Rydberg state of SH
~Refs. 24 and 25!. For comparison, the spectroscopic constants of theX 2P
ground state are given as well~Ref. 7!.

Electronic state T0 B0 D031024 A0

X 2P 0 9.604 4.8299 2376.835
@a 1D#3dp 2F 78 006.36 8.855 2.9 21.18
@a 1D#5pp 2F 85 277.6 8.350 20.8 20.42
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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tions to the cross sections from both thee and f parities of
each rotational level have been summed up in the calcul
spectra.

Agreement between the calculated and measured sp
of Fig. 2 is excellent. Both show important features up
photoionization of this 3dp orbital. In Fig. 2 both calculated
and measured spectra show only small changes in total
gular momentum,uDNu<2, for every rotational branch
From conservation of angular momentum, the observation
transitions with uDNu<2 suggests that the photoelectro
continua are dominated by thes( l 50) andp( l 51) partial
waves. This differs from expectations on the basis of ato
clike propensity rules sincep and f partial waves would be
expected for photoionization of the 3dp orbital with its 95%
d character.

To understand the underlying dynamics of these ro
tionally resolved photoelectron spectra, it is useful to exa
ine the angular momentum composition of the photoelect
matrix element. Figure 3 shows the magnitude of t
~incoming-wave normalized! partial wave dipole amplitude
uDl

(2)u as a function of photoelectron kinetic energy for t
photoionization channels 3dp→ks @Fig. 3~a!#, 3dp→kp
@Fig. 3~b!#, and 3dp→kd @Fig. 3~c!# via the@a 1D#3dp 2F
Rydberg state of SH. A dominantf ( l 53) wave is clearly
seen in all three~ks, kp, andkd! continuum channels. The
relatively weakp wave in both theks andkp channels near
threshold may indicate the presence of a Cooper zero in
discrete region. On the other hand, a Cooper minimum
seen in thed( l 52) wave of thekd channel around 1.5 eV
The effects of this Cooper minimum on the rotational i
distributions may be weak since its amplitude is relative
small compared to that of thef wave. That such large
changes~up toDN564! in angular momentum are not see
in these spectra, in spite of the significant magnitude of thf
angular momentum component of the photoelectron ma
element, is due to interference between thef waves in the
different photoelectron continua. To test this assumption,
arbitrarily varied the phase factor of thef -wave contribution
in one of the three~s, p, andd! continuum channels and th
resulting spectra show strongDN563 and64 transitions.
It is interesting to point out that this interference effect in t
photoelectron matrix element is evident over a broad ene
range.

While interference betweenf waves of the different con-
tinua results in extremely weakDN563 and 64 peaks,
more than 99% of the spectral population still arises from
f wave. On the other hand, the angular distributions of
photoelectron behave quite differently. For example, Fig
shows the photoelectron angular distributions resulting fr
(211) REMPI via the S11(19/2) branch of the
@a 1D#3dp 2F state of SH. It is interesting that none of th
angular distributions shows strongf -wave behavior in spite
of its dominance in the photoionization process. The pho
electron angular distributions are also dependent on the r
tional level of the ion, indicating that they result from diffe
ent partial wave components of the photoelectron ma
element. Similar behavior is also seen in other rotatio
branches.

-

c-
No. 8, 22 August 1997
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2786 Milan et al.: Rydberg states of the SH radical
FIG. 2. The measured~left column! and calculated~right column! photoelectron spectra obtained in a (211) photoionization process via theS11(3/2) to
S11(11/2),S11(15/2), andS11(19/2) rotational lines of the@a 1D#3dp 2F←←X 2P two-photon transition of the SH radical leading to thea 1D excited ionic
state of the SH1. The labeling denotes the changes in rotational angular momentumDN.
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Figure 2 also illustrates the character of the angular m
mentum transfer taking place as a function of rotatio
quantum numbers. For example, at smallerN8 rotational lev-
els of the @a 1D#3dp 2F state, such asN853 @via the
S11(3/2) branch#, the photoionization process favors no a
gular momentum transfer, i.e.,DN50. At larger N8 @N8
511 via theS11(19/2) branch#, the transition favors large
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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-
l

-

angular momentum transfers such asDN561 and DN
562. The tendency for decreasing intensity for theDN50
transitions as the rotational quantum numbers increas
very apparent here. Also, the most intense transition in Fig
for all the rotational branches is theDN522 peak except,
of course, for the smallest rotational quantum number via
S11(3/2) line where such a transition cannot occur. The
No. 8, 22 August 1997
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FIG. 3. MagnitudeuDl
(2)u of the partial wave components of the photoelectron matrix element for photoionization of the@a 1D#3dp 2F Rydberg state of SH

for the ~a! 3dp→ks, ~b! 3dp→kp, and~c! 3dp→kd ionization channels.
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differences between different rotational levels arise from
gular momentum coupling.

The most striking features of these photoelectron spe
are the strong asymmetries between theDN561 transitions
and between theDN562 peaks. Even though slight dis
crepancies in intensities are expected in many molecular
tems, such a large difference in intensities for losing or ga
ing the same angular momentum upon ionization is hig
unusual. This phenomenon is especially evident at sma
rotational quantum numbers of the intermediate2F state.
Since the resonant2F state has a large component of ele
tronic orbital angular momentum (L853) along the internu-
clear axis, it could play an important role in these asymm
tries. To reach the classical limit for largeL8 requires a
correspondingly larger rotational angular momentum. In t
limit, one would expect an almost symmetrical spectral p
file for high rotational levels. To test this idea, we have a
calculated the photoelectron spectra for rotational levels
to N8550. Indeed, the spectra revealed very symmetr
patterns at such highN’s. Therefore, the present study re
resents a situation which is rather different from that d
scribed by the classical picture of rotational motion.

Figure 5 shows the measured~left column! and calcu-
lated ~right column! photoelectron spectra obtained in a
11) photoionization process via theQ11(7/2) to Q11(23/2)
rotational branches of the@a 1D#3dp 2F←←X 2P two-
photon transition of the SH radical leading to thea 1D ex-
cited ionic state of the SH1. Each photoelectron spectrum
associated with a single rotational branch, except for
Q11(19/2) branch, which was mixed with theP11(9/2)
branch. For this mixed branch, theDN50 peak is unusually
intense, which is mainly due to the contribution of th
P11(9/2) branch. Again, agreement between the calcula
and measured spectra is very encouraging. Both calcul
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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and measured spectra reveal the same unusual spectra
havior seen in Fig. 2 for theS branches.

Since our calculations for theS and Q branches make
use of the same photoelectron matrix element, the differ
spectral profile for theN8 rotational level of the2F interme-
diate state is primarily due to the different alignment in t
N8 rotational level induced by the two-photon excitatio
step. In our calculations, the most intense transition for th
Q rotational branches is for theDN511 peak, except for
smaller rotational levels where theDN50 transitions domi-
nate. However, in the measured spectra the most inte
transition isDN521 for theQ11(7/2) branch,DN511 for
the Q11(9/2) andQ11(11/2) branches, andDN522 for the
other branches. Similar deviations in the intensities of
positiveDN changes can be observed for the transitions
the S branch. Reasons for these differences between the
culated and measured spectra are not clear.

As can be seen from the above, the agreement betw
the experimental results and the detailedab initio calcula-
tions is extremely satisfactory. On a more approximate le
it is of interest to establish whether a single underlyi
physical process could explain the main features of the p
toelectron spectra of the@a 1D#3dp 2F Rydberg state of
SH. With hindsight, the results of theab initio calculations
can be interpreted in terms of a simple sudden approxima
model in which thea 1D ion core acts as a spectator as t
3dp Rydberg electron is ionized by the absorption of
single photon. In such a model, the angular momentum
the photon is transferred only to the Rydberg electr
Hence,l 0 of the Rydberg orbital should be decoupled fro
the total angular momentumN @in Hund’s case~b! coupling#.
This is equivalent to transforming the molecular Hund’s ca
~b! stateuN,L,MN& with L andMN the angular momentum
projections on the molecular and laboratory frames, resp
No. 8, 22 August 1997
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2788 Milan et al.: Rydberg states of the SH radical
tively, into Hund’s case~d! states for which the angular mo
mentum quantum numbers of the ionN1, L1, andMN1

are
well defined. Under these circumstances, we havel 5 l 061.
In general, the photoionization matrix element for each
the partial waves is proportional to

(
k5 l 61

~2N11!~2N111!S N k N1

L L12L 2L1
D 2

u r̃ ~k!u2,

~16!

whereu r̃ (k)u2 is the square of the reduced multipole mome
matrix element.37 For the case of the@a 1D#3dp 2F Ryd-
berg state, our calculations show that only thel 53 wave
plays an important role here. It is apparent that thek52 term
is responsible forDN<2 transitions while thek54 term
leads to the higherDN transitions. With our calculated pho
toelectron matrix elements, the contribution from thek54

FIG. 4. Calculated photoelectron angular distributions for rotational lev
in the S11(19/2) rotational branch of Fig. 2. The polarization direction
vertical (u50).
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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term, arising from the rescattering process, essentially v
ishes due to interference. This leads to a photoionization
trix element proportional to

~2N11!~2N111!S N 2 N1

3 21 22D 2

, ~17!

which accounts for the observedDN changes and branchin
ratios quite well. Even though this singlek52 term of Eq.
~16! can approximately describe the measured spectra for
@a 1D#3dp 2F state, use of a single term in Eq.~16! in
other cases where just one partial wave may also be do
nant is justified only if the other term in Eq.~16! vanishes
due to interference. Furthermore, Eq.~16! cannot be used in
cases where more than a singlel contributes to the cross
section.

B. Photoionization of the 5 p p orbital

In Fig. 6 we present the two-photon excitation spectru
of the SH radical in the two-photon energy range
84 715– 85 715 cm21 obtained by only monitoring photo
electrons with a kinetic energy of about 4.2 eV. These el
trons arise from a core-preserving photoionization proces
which a (211) photon transition from theX 2P (v950)
ground state into thea 1D (v150) excited ionic state via
the @a 1D#5pp 2F (v850) Rydberg state occurs. Assign
ments of the transitions belonging to the various rotatio
branches are presented by combs above the experim
spectra. Details of the rotational analyses are given in
other paper.25 The relevant parameters for this 5pp state are
also summarized in Table I.

Figure 7 shows the measured@Fig. 7~a!# and calculated
@Fig. 7~b!# photoelectron spectra obtained in
(211) REMPI photoionization process via th
S11(13/2)1R21(13/2) mixed rotational lines of the
@a 1D#5pp 2F(v850)←←X 2P two-photon transition of
the SH radical leading to thea 1D excited ionic state. The
calculated spectrum has been convoluted with a Gaus
detector function with an FWHM of 15 meV, which i
smaller than our experimental resolution of;25 meV, but
serves to distinguish the individual rotational transition
This excited Rydberg state has been characterized befo25

and is peculiar in the sense that it is located above the low
ionization limit. The photoelectron spectra show partially r
solved ionic rotational structure for ionization via the high
rotational quantum numbers of the intermediate state. S
the 2F state is well described by Hund’s case~b!, both tran-
sitions access the sameN8 level. The photoelectron profile
for each excitation transition will be almost the same exc
for minor differences induced by the alignment. Agreeme
between the calculated and measured spectra is still g
except for smaller kinetic energies. The reason for this d
crepancy is not clear.

The largest changes in rotational angular moment
here are foruDNu<2, which is the same as for photoioniza
tion of the 3dp orbital. On the basis of atomiclike selectio
rules, one would expect a dominantd wave for photoioniza-
tion of this 5pp orbital ~93% p character! and, hence, tran-

ls
No. 8, 22 August 1997
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2789Milan et al.: Rydberg states of the SH radical
FIG. 5. The measured~left column! and calculated~right column! photoelectron spectra obtained in a (211) photoionization process via theQ11(7/2) to
Q11(23/2) rotational lines of the@a 1D#3dp 2F←←X 2P two-photon transition of the SH radical leading to thea 1D excited ionic state of the SH1. The
labeling denotes the changes in rotational angular momentumDN.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No. 8, 22 August 1997
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2790 Milan et al.: Rydberg states of the SH radical
sitions up toDN563. However, our calculated photoele
tron matrix elements also show a dominantf -wave
contribution in addition to the expecteds andd waves. For
example, in Fig. 8, we show the magnitude of the~incoming-
wave normalized! partial wave dipole amplitudeuDl

(2)u as a
function of photoelectron kinetic energy for the photoioniz
tion channels 5pp→ks @Fig. 8~a!#, 5pp→kp @Fig. 8~b!#,
and 5pp→kd @Fig. 8~c!# via the @a 1D#5pp 2F Rydberg
state of SH. The photoionization of this 5pp orbital clearly
carries much more of the signature of molecular scatte

FIG. 6. The two-photon excitation spectrum of the SH radical in the tw
photon energy range of 84 800– 85 600 cm21 obtained by only monitoring
photoelectrons with a kinetic energy of approximately 4.2 eV. These e
trons derive from a (211) photon transition from theX 2P(v950) ground
state to thea 1D(v150) excited ionic state via the@a 1D#5pp 2F.

FIG. 7. The measured~a! and calculated~b! photoelectron spectra obtaine
in a (211) REMPI photoionization process via theS11(13/2)1R21(13/2)
mixed rotational lines of the@a 1D#5pp 2F(v850)←←X 2P two-photon
transition of the SH radical leading to thea 1D excited ionic state.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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than photoionization of the 3dp orbital. Clearly, Eq.~17!
cannot be used in cases where multiple partial waves c
tribute to the photoelectron matrix element, e.g., as in
@a 1D#5pp 2F case here, at the kinetic energy of intere
Based on the conservation of angular momentum, up
DN564 transitions would be predicted for such a stro
f -wave in the electronic continuum channels. The absenc
such large angular momentum transfer suggests that inte
ence between continuum channels also plays an impor
role here. The strong asymmetrical pattern seen here is a
due to failure to reach the classical limit, as discussed ab

Figure 9 shows the measured@Fig. 9~a!# and calculated
@Fig. 9~b!# photoelectron spectra obtained in
(211) REMPI photoionization process via th
Q11(17/2)1P21(17/2) mixed rotational lines of the
@a 1D#5pp 2F(v850)←←X 2P two-photon transition of
the SH radical leading to thea 1D excited ionic state. The
rotational level of this mixed branch isN858, which is the
same as that of the mixedS11(13/2)1R21(13/2) branch of
Fig. 7. Therefore, the difference in spectral profile betwe
them is due to the alignment in the rotational level of t
intermediate2F state induced by the two-photon excitatio
step. The most intense transition is theDN50 peak here,
which differs from that for the 3dp case in which theDN
50 transition is much weaker at the same rotational qu
tum number. The dominantDN50 transitions in both Figs.
7 and 9 indicate that thes wave contribution to the photo
electron matrix element is important, as shown in Fig. 8.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the rotationally resolv
photoelectron spectra for photoionization of th
@a 1D#3dp 2F and @a 1D#5pp 2F Rydberg states of the
SH radical leading to thea 1D excited ionic state of SH1

both experimentally and theoretically. Both Rydberg sta
reveal unusual photoionization dynamics, such as sma
changes in rotational angular momentum than expected,
asymmetrical patterns in the spectral ionization profiles. T
strong asymmetries observed for both states underline
need for a full quantum mechanical description of the ro
tionally resolved photoionization process. On a more
proximate level it appears that the sudden approach, whic
most known cases is not very applicable, offers an adeq
description of the photoionization dynamics of th
@a 1D#3dp 2F Rydberg state of SH. For the photoioniz
tion dynamics of the@a 1D#5pp 2F Rydberg state, on the
other hand, the molecular nature of this process needs t
considered explicitly.
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2791Milan et al.: Rydberg states of the SH radical
FIG. 8. MagnitudeuDl
(2)u of the partial wave components of the photoelectron matrix element for photoionization of the@a 1D#5pp 2F Rydberg state of SH

for the ~a! 5pp→ks, ~b! 5pp→kp, and~c! 5pp→kd ionization channels.
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FIG. 9. The measured~a! and calculated~b! photoelectron spectra obtaine

in a (211) REMPI photoionization process via theQ11(17/2)1P21(17/2)
mixed rotational lines of the@a 1D#5pp 2F(v850)←←X 2P two-photon
transition of the SH radical leading to thea 1D excited ionic state.
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